
Our quarterly review of OOH campaigns with a difference. 
In this issue we cover Q2 2018 which includes cycles 8 – 13.
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McDonald’s made the most of the recent great weather by activating a 
temperature sensitive Digital Out of Home campaign for its McCafé Iced range, 
using PML Group’s Dynamic platform to manage and deliver optimised content.

The campaign saw the digital ads switch creative seamlessly once the 
temperature outside reached a minimum level of 15 degrees Celsius.  Dynamic 
automatically initiated the copy change, delivering content that was relevant 
and engaging. 

The platform also works across multiple media owner networks and, in the case 
of McDonald’s, incorporated digital OOH screens from JCDecaux, Exterion 
Media and Wide Eye Outdoor. 

Supplementing the Dynamic Digital was a national 6 Sheet campaign comprised 
of Bus Shelters, Adshel, Adbox, Metropanels and PurchasePoints.

The campaign was planned and delivered by the teams in Mediaworks and 
Source out of home, with creative by Leo Burnett. It ran across various cycles in 
June and July.

Commenting on the campaign, a spokesperson for McDonald’s said:

“As temperatures start to rise across Ireland our new Dynamic Digital Out of 
Home advertising will highlight to our customers the latest thirst quenching drinks 
available from our McCafé Iced range. Like everyone we’re hoping for a hot 
summer but coffee lovers need not despair whatever the weather we will still be 
serving our popular hot drinks selection including our new flat white!”

Orlagh Keane, Senior Account Manager, Source out of home, added:

“We’re delighted that McDonald’s are the latest advertiser to engage Dynamic,  
and the weather trigger was ideal in delivering on the objectives for McCafé Iced.  
At PML Group, we are looking forward to unveiling more exciting, Dynamically 
driven campaigns across the summer so watch this space!”

Media: Mediaworks   
Creative: Leo Burnett     
OOH Agency: Source out of home 

Pictured (L-R): Louise Enright (Source out of home), Caroline Shesgreen (Mediaworks), 
Lisa Buckley (McDonald’s), Orlagh Keane (Source out of home)
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MCDONALD’S GET DYNAMIC IN 
SUMMER OOH CAMPAIGN



Emirates launched a nationwide contextually driven DOOH campaign using PML Group’s 
proprietary Dynamic platform to promote its double daily flights from Dublin and far-
flung destinations with truly relevant content.

The campaign saw digital screens display location tailored messages to deliver content 
that was personalised based on the audience surroundings outlining the benefits of flying 
with Emirates such as free WiFi and comfortable surroundings across retail and cinema 
environments, incorporating JCDecaux iVision screens in malls across NI and ROI, and 
Wide Eye Outdoor’s CineDs and RetailDs. 

The Dynamic treatment involved taglines such as ‘Find Something Special in Jervis 
Shopping Centre’ and ‘From the Wide Screens of Cineworld’.

Supplementing the Dynamic Digital were screens across retail, travel, leisure and roadside 
environments – Adshel Live, Mall dPods and the Green Screen along with the new mega 
size screens in Dundrum and The Swan Centre Rathmines, the Digipole in Ballsbridge, 
Commuter dPods including the Connolly Gallery, bar Social and Window Ds and Gym Ds. 
Across NI, a range of Roadside and Retail DOOH screens targeted audiences at various 
touch points including Asda Live and many popular shopping centres.

Muireann Mc Caughey, Senior Account Manager, Havas Media commented “By using 
premium digital OOH sites and dynamic technology we were able to deliver a variety 
of messages for Emirates, while also deepening the relevance of the message to the 
audience by dynamically pulling in the location of the sites. This has been shown to 
boost campaign effectiveness and drive campaign recall.”

Geoff Lyons, Managing Director of PML Group added: “We are delighted to have Emirates 
and Havas Media on-board showing the exceptional creative power of Dynamic Out of 
Home. It’s great to see localised messaging juxtaposed with imagery of exotic locations 
engaging audiences in a relevant way”

PML Group’s Dynamic CMS platform allows brands to deliver contextually relevant 
advertising at scale and in real time across multiple DOOH networks and media owners 
using a multitude of scheduling and content triggers. Research has shown that OOH 
using dynamic digital content boosts overall effectiveness by an average 19%.

Media: Havas
Creative: Hogarth     
OOH Agency: PML

Pictured (L-R): Sarah Taylor (Wide Eye Outdoor), Muireann McCaughy (Havas Media), 
Chris Murphy (PML) and Adam Taylor (Havas Media)

Pictured (L-R): Chris Murphy 
(PML), Adam Taylor, Muireann 
McCaughy (Havas Media) 
and Lisa Temple (JCDecaux)
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EMIRATES DYNAMIC GOES ON LOCATION



Heinz has unveiled the newest addition to its 
ketchup range which contains no added sugar 
or salt, but still has the irresistible Heinz taste we 
all know and love.

The No Added Sugar & Salt Tomato Ketchup 
is made with 80 per cent less sugar than the 
original flavour and 97 per cent less salt.

To celebrate the new product hitting the shelves, 
Heinz created a 3D special as part of its OOH 
campaign. The 48 Sheet located in Terenure 
featured a 3D ketchup bottle and tomatoes, 
highlighting Heinz’s Ketchup main ingredient 
and the bottle’s branding. The special really 
stood out in the busy high traffic area and 
communicated the message quickly.

To create an even stronger presence on OOH, 
Bus Shelters and Adboxes were included within 
the OOH mix.

Media: Starcom
Creative: BBH London
OOH Specialist: Source out of home
Special Build: Eclipse Media
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A SPECIAL KETCHUP



Largo Foods was back on OOH 
promoting crisp brand Hunky Dorys 
in cycle 8 and 9.  The ‘Buffalo Is How 
We Roll’ campaign featured Hunky 
Dorys iconic mascot, the Buffalo, as he 
strides along in the presence of eight 
roller blading ladies in a darkened 
cityscape. 

Hunky Dorys OOH campaign in June 
included 48 Sheets, Green Screen, 
C-Store Screens, AdTower, DigiTower, 
Shelfies, Adbox and special builds 
on Adbox Extra to deliver an eye 
catching special in close proximity to 
convenience stores.  The familiar crisp 
packets and the neon lights in which 
the tagline glowed added another 
dimension with the opportunity to 
go beyond the normal frame of the 
Adbox.

Media: Vizeum
Creative: McCann Blue
OOH Specialist: Source out of home
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OOH IS HOW HUNKY 
DORY’S ROLL



Gum Litter Taskforce kicked off its annual summer campaign with the colourful 
‘Bin Your Gum When You’re Done’ theme which has been a regular feature on the 
streets of the nation in recent years.
Out of Home and experiential activity played a major role in the campaign with 
GLT partnering with PML Group’s Innovation team to devise the GLT roadshow. This 
year, a wind machine, t-shirt giveaways, along with many other surprises made 
their way across the country as the taskforce aims to educate and bring about 
behavioural change in the public’s disposal of chewing gum.
Some ambient formats such as Mobile 6 Sheets and branded Eco-Cabs also 
joined the roadshow, while a dance troupe entertained the crowds at locations 
in Roscommon and Dublin.

The roadshow made its way to the capital’s launch with a custom-built living room 
in tow. Situated at South King Street, the living room surprised and intrigued passers-
by with promotional staff handing out chewing gum and questioning them where 
they would throw it - because if not at home, why on the streets. 
Supporting the experiential activity was a large nationwide OOH campaign 
comprised of Green Screen, 48 Sheets, various 6 Sheets, and a range of transport 
formats such as T-Sides, Super Rears and City Impacts, Luas Tram Side and 
Commuter and Retail Digital ensured a wide scope of locations and environments.

Media: Spark Foundry
Planning: MediaCom    
Creative: AMV BBDO and adapted by Design+

OOH Agency: PML
Experiential  Suppliers:  Eclipse Media, Promogroup and 

Headcase 6
EXPERIENTIAL

GLT HITS THE ROAD



To promote the launch of Cadbury Oreo Sandwich bar, a roadshow with a 
difference was conceived. 

To demonstrate how Cadbury Dairy Milk and Oreo are the perfect match, we 
partnered with Headcase Marketing to devise the Perfect Match Machine - 
a dispensing unit that required two players to create the perfect match on 
screen by syncing symbols to receive two tablet sized bars. A daily star prize 
of €500 each was indicated by a gold star on the bar.

The Perfect Match Machine road tripped to colleges across the country and 
visited WIT, UCD, GMIT and Tralee IT.

Promotional staff along with social influencers including Spin 103.8 presenter 
Doireann Garrihy and James Kavanagh were also involved in the experiential 
activation.

Media: Carat
Creative: Headcase Marketing and Design+
OOH Agency: PML

CADBURY PERFECT MATCH MACHINE

Pictured (L-R): Harry Eustace (Carat), Laura White (Carat), Keith Brennan 
and Aoife Dempsey (PML), Dave Beirne (Headcase), Keelin Vickers (Carat) 
and Trisha Burke (Mondeléz). 
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https://vimeo.com/266183186


Skittles playfully forecasted the weather in its recent 
largescale campaign.

The OOH campaign ‘Grab a Brolly’ supported its 
social media led competition campaign that asked 
consumers to help Skittles forecast the weather, 
and if they could predict where the Skittles showers 
were then they could win puddles of cash. Using its 
Facebook icon within the creative, the audience 
was prompted to visit the advertiser’s social media 
account for further details.

12% of the Irish population have visited an 
advertiser’s Facebook page in the past week after 
seeing OOH advertisement. (OCS 2017)

Skittles also ran an on-street activation with a 
mobile umbrella to promote the Skittles campaign 
and engage consumers even further. The branded 
umbrella was located beside bus stops where 
commuters could learn more about the Skittles 
competition. The umbrella moved from location to 
location in key city centre areas.

SKITTLES OOH FORECAST

Media: Spark Foundry
Planning: MediaCom    
Creative: BBDO
OOH Agency: PML
Experiential  Suppliers: Eclipse Media
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To celebrate the launch of the brand-new DS 7 
CROSSBACK, Walker Communications employed a 
highly unique and impactful OOH campaign. A car 
placement in Victoria Square allowed drivers to get 
close to the vehicle without visiting a showroom, while 
brand ambassadors remained on hand throughout the 
cycle to answer any questions. 

Stephen Morris, Associate Director, Walker 
Communications said: “To increase brand awareness 
and promote the new DS 7 CROSSBACK, a high-profile 
campaign was executed. We wanted to make a big 
impact with this campaign to announce the opening 
of the first DS Store in Northern Ireland reaching a large 
ABC1 audience. Therefore, we went big on premium 
formats on three key arterial routes in Belfast. Using 
the Thompson’s Mill Banner, the biggest banner site 
in Belfast, on the M2 Foreshore, a Backlit 96 Sheet on 
the Sydenham Bypass and a Digital Screen at Great 
Georges Street we ensured a huge volume of traffic 
was exposed to the campaign. 

“Placing a car in Victoria Square, which attracts over 
400,000 shoppers every cycle, showcased the vehicle 
in a unique environment, with complementary displays 
on the Digital Screens within the centre. Big numbers, 
big impact and hopefully big results.”

Media: Walker Communications  
OOH Agency: PML NI 

DAZZLING DS7 CROSSBACK
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AIB continues to back belief as the bank advertised its mortgage services extensively on 
OOH in recent cycles. 

An excellent branding exercise, AIB recently commissioned a highly impactful wrapped 
Luas tram. Wrapped in its iconic purple branding overlaid with drawings of suburbia, the 
campaign capitalises on the enhanced visibility such dominations can afford. 

Running on the green line, the Luas wrap can be seen until the end of August. Luas is of 
course a hugely popular mode of transport for Dubliners with over 37 million trips taken 

last year. The Luas wrap allows the advertiser to target the ever growing and desirable 
Luas commuter audience as the unmissable tram makes its way through Dublin.

As part of its wider OOH campaign, AIB ran on a selection of formats such as 48 Sheets, 
Roadside 6 Sheets, Digipole and various commuter formats. The bank was among the 
first wave of brands to advertise on the new dX Screen in its launch cycle. The campaign 
also won JCDecaux’s Campaign of the Month for May.  

AIB BANKS A LUAS

Media: Starcom
Creative: Rothco
OOH Agency: Source out of home 10
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With eight locations across Northern Ireland, Little Wing is one of the most 
popular independent pizza chains in the province. Specialising in authentic 
Naples-style bases, with delicious toppings and a gigantic 24” sharing pizza, 
Little Wing is a big deal! Little Wing made a big impact on the Lisburn Road, 
with an OOH takeover for its ‘Little Wing Little Bill’ offer. 

Targeting in and out-bound drivers and pedestrians, a route domination in 
proximity to the Lisburn Road Little Wing restaurant delivered a unique and 
impactful campaign. Every available 6 and 48 Sheet along the arterial route 
was employed to deliver the takeover campaign.

LITTLE WING, BIG IMPACT

Media & Creative: Beannchor Group
OOH Agency: PML NI
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For more details on how innovation can enhance and amplify your 
OOH, contact Pat Cassidy pat@pmlgroup.ie

https://twitter.com/PMLGroup
https://www.facebook.com/pmlgroup/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PMLdigital



